Quotations are invited from various registered suppliers/firms having VAT Registration Certificate and PAN for supply of the following items of reputed brand.

1. Steel make Sofa Set – One number.
2. Ergonomically designed officer Chair with back support and anti-heat seat – One number.
3. 16 GB Pen Drive - One number.

The intending suppliers/participants are required to quote the VAT exclusive rate and VAT component separately. The submitted quotations must be associated with VAT Clearance Certificate in VAT – 612 failing which the quotation may not be considered. The quotationers are required to submit their quotations along with above mentioned documents by 3.00 PM on or before 24.07.2013. The undersigned reserves the right either to accept or reject the quotation without citing the reasons thereof.

Sd/-
Dy. Director (P&A)I/c

Copy communicated for information & necessary action to:
(i) Notice Board.
(ii) Jt. Director (IT), OERC for putting the quotation call notice in the OERC website.
(iii) Accounts Officer, OERC.